The owners of this expansive
property near the Belgian city
of Kortrijk asked architect
Vincent Van Duysen to design
a pool house as an addition
to the original 1950s house,
OPPOSITE PAGE. The three
pools, designed in conjunction
with local landscape designer
Paul Deroose, are used as
a linking device between the
buildings. Details, last pages.

S up e rNATURAL

belgian architect and designer vincent
van duysen lends his signature touch
to a magnificent country estate.
photographer RICHARD POWERS producer/writer KAREN McCARTNEY
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Precisely worked bluestone is a feature of
the walkway that leads from the original
house to the pool house, as are glass walls
that retreat into the ground at the push of
a button during warmer weather. The rear
wall artwork is Dead Boards No.10 (1976)
by London duo Gilbert & George.
OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP: another view of
the walkway. BOTTOM: in the dining area,
as throughout the house, Van Duysen has
explored the contrast between old and new
with the use of natural materials such as an
Axel Vervoordt timber table and Pierre
Jeanneret caned teak chairs.

van duysen chooses
materials carefully
and draws out their
inherent beauty,
allowing them to
become the form and
content of a space
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Elegant proportions are
matched with soft and subtle
colour choices in the summer
living room, such as Javier
Carvajal’s ‘Granada’ chairs
and substantial curtains made
of Flanders linen. OPPOSITE
PAGE, TOP: acknowledging
the building’s heritage is an
intrinsic part of Van Duysen’s
finely tuned aesthetic, as is,
BOTTOM, leaving only the
essential elements to create
a contemplative space.

W

hen leading British designer Ilse Crawford was the
editor of British Elle Decoration magazine in the
early 1990s, she wrote of a young Belgian architect
called Vincent Van Duysen, “Here was a designer with
a sound grasp of materiality, someone who could take materials that
were not in the lexicon of ‘modern’ and make them new, while at the
same time creating a modern that was warm and muscular.”
She was struck by Van Duysen’s ability to create atmosphere and
warmth through careful attention to the inherent qualities in materials
and how they sat, both with one another and in the space itself. He
chooses materials carefully and draws out their inherent beauty,
allowing them to become the form and content of a space. His work
has a tactile richness that, while spare, is never devoid of character.
This is very much the case with the VDCA Residence near Kortrijk
in Belgium. The original house, built in 1950 and sited in majestic,
park-like grounds by British landscape designer Russell Page, of oak
and sycamore trees, was designed by Belgian architect Joseph Viérin,
in the fashionable style of a French villa. It is built of brick, painted
white, and has a distinctive terracotta-tiled pitched roof.
Over the years it has had additions, including a remarkable study
ﬁtted with cabinetry and lighting by Belgian furniture designer and
interior architect Jules Wabbes, famous for his skill with timber
and metal, which combine in sophisticated, timeless designs.
The essence of his work is embodied in the office space in Kortrijk
— his signature cabinetry and desk, bookcases, tables and seating
are in immaculate condition, and it was Van Duysen’s job to protect
and restore this cultural gem at the heart of the renovation.
He was also briefed to create a pool house and wellness area
that was separate from, but linked to, the house. With landscape
designer Paul Deroose, he devised a series of three water ponds
sited in front of the house and the dining area of the pool house,
encouraging the eye to see the relationship between the two.
This is furthered by a brick wall, painted white, which extends
from the side of the house to create a courtyard, and the ribbon
of handmade terracotta tiles that delineate the cantilevered
roof of the simple Miesian structure.
While this uniﬁes at roof level, on the ground Belgian bluestone
ﬂagstones run from the kitchen out to the courtyard, continuing into
the pool house to form the surface of the subterranean hammam. The
ﬂow is unbroken and the visual and physical connection is apparent.
The pool house becomes home to the family in summertime. The
entirely glazed building, with ceiling heights in excess of three metres,
closes up in winter, but in summer, at the touch of a button, these
walls of glass sink down into the earth, completely disappearing and
leaving the relationship of inside and out entirely unfettered. >
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“It is always about
old and new, but
in a contemporary
way. Contrast and
tactility are very
important to me”

The original panelling in the winter
living room has been left unvarnished,
giving it a humanising touch and
creating plenty of atmosphere during
the chilly winter months.
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An Anish Kapoor circular
lacquer dish adds a futuristic
element to the winter living
room. OPPOSITE PAGE: in the
master bedroom, a small nook
overlooking the gardens, top,
is used to house a desk and
chair. Elsewhere, bottom,
neutral tones in the curtains
and rug evoke a feeling of quiet
luxury. Details, last pages.

< When it comes to manufacturers and craftspeople, Van Duysen is
very clear in the value they bring to a project. There is no divorcing
the concept from the execution, so the focus on detail, on materials,
their natural attributes and how to enhance them, extends to those
who produce and craft them. The architect and designer has
developed relationships with manufacturers, and craftspeople whose
artisanal skills he brings to bear on every project. He describes the
Kortrijk project as “a masterpiece of craftsmanship with every trade
a small contractor, an atelier, of people living and working locally”.
Internally, Van Duysen ﬁrst turned his mind to the arrangement
of space and the ﬂow. What was originally a colonnaded walkway
has been glazed to form a conservatory-like area facing the garden.
Although there is no formal dining room in the house, a reclaimed
timber table from Axel Vervoordt, surrounded by Pierre Jeanneret
chairs of rare pedigree, ﬁlls the space. A custom-made horizontal
light hangs above the table and generous curtains in heavyweight
Flanders linen pool on the ﬂoor. It is a typical Van Duysen interior
with few elements but each chosen for its unique character. “It is
always about old and new, but in a contemporary way. Contrast and
tactility are very important to me,” he says. The palette is calm and
serene but never dull. “For me, starting with wood or stone or fabric
— layers of texture — is very authentic and then I add subtle twists.”
Van Duysen has designed furniture and objects for companies
such as B&B Italia and When Objects Work, with a new range of
furniture for the Herman Miller Collection recently released. At the
VDCA Residence, he designed all the outdoor furniture, referencing
previous modernists by keeping shapes simple and painting the
timber white. He worked with longstanding collaborator Catherine
Huyghe on the interior, sourcing much of the furniture from Axel
Vervoordt, while other remarkable pieces include, in the light-ﬁlled
summer living room, the ‘Granada’ chairs by Javier Carvajal, for the
Spanish Pavilion he designed for the 1964 New York World’s Fair.
In contrast, the winter living room retains the original panelling,
left matt and unvarnished. It provides the perfect backdrop, in terms
of contrast, to the Anish Kapoor with its rich, reﬂective surface.
When Van Duysen is asked whether he feels the time for a broad
appreciation of his aesthetic has come, he replies, “It is the time for
warm minimalism and an understanding of the mix. The humanising
aspect of not forgetting the past and acknowledging heritage is
important.” As Spanish architect Alberto Campo Baeza, an admirer
of Van Duysen’s work, says, it is “not so much that less is more but
more with less — just enough — like well-chosen words of poetry”.
This is an edited extract from Superhouse: Architecture and
Interiors Beyond the Everyday by Karen McCartney, photography
by Richard Powers (Lantern, $80), out now. VL
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